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OBJECTIVES

• By the end of this session you should be able 
to:

• Think differently about knowledge

• Think creatively about how you (personally) 
learn

• Think aspirationally about yourself as a 
teacher (original, imaginative, artistic, 
inventive)



Hierarchical Knowledge Structure in Vertical 
Discourse
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Maton: Cumulative learning
Muller: Conceptual coherence



Science Learning vs Humanities



How do *you* learn?

Biological

Psychological

Social





Memory

Attention

Plasticity

Cognitive 
reserve











behaviourists

Cognitivists

Constructivists















We help shift mindset so your people find joy,
meaning and connection in what they do.





Carol Dweck



Dual 
processing 
Theory







Confirmation Bias

Tendency to look for confirming 
evidence to support a diagnosis 
rather than look for 
discomfirming evidence to 
refute it 

Absolutely!

Croskerry, P. Acad Med 2003; 78:775-80.







Social Theories of Learning



Modelling
Scaffolding













Tips
Don’t stop learning

Don’t Cram

Be reflective in your learning needs

PUT IN EFFORT

Visualise the goal

Seek out learning

Participate and collaborate

Mentor others

Yet or not yet

Use all learning tools available (incl tech)

Failure is expected – deal!

ENJOY LEARNING







Anchoring Bias
• Also called “premature closure”
• the failure to continue considering 

reasonable alternatives after a 
primary diagnosis is reached 

• (When the diagnosis is made, the 
thinking stops)

Croskerry, P. Acad Med 2003; 78:775-80.



Availability Bias

Judge things as being more likely 
if they readily come to mind

Croskerry, P. Acad Med 2003; 78:775-80.



Motivation

TRUST







Neuroplasticity



Learning is a result of 
student engagement

Learning is a function of 
teaching

Learning is a function of 
individual differences 

between students







Introduction (5 min)

• Will discuss Biological, Psychological and 
Sociological theories of learning

• Humanities vs sciences learning

• Throughout – looking at self-learning and one-
on-one teaching in clinical context (PG/ 
Registrars)







Discussion (10 minutes)

• Describe an AHA moment when you realised 
you had learnt something? 

– How did you make the learning useful to you? 

– What was the context – ward/ by self/ who was 
around you? 



• Polleverywhere word cloud – in two words…



Biological theories (10 minutes)

• Accessing prior knowledge

• Memory

• Attention

• Plasticity

• Cognitive reserve

• End with 2 good habits



Habits for life-long learning: 



Discussion (5 minutes)

• Kahneman Q – 2 Q as poll everywhere

• Do two questions and then discuss why 
people answered as they did



Psychological theories (5 min)

• Kahneman 

– Slow and fast thinking

– Intrinsic bias

– Psychological theories of memory (cognitive load)



Ranking Q (2 min) on context



Sociological theories (8 min)

• Vygotsky

• CoP



Habits for life long learning

• End with habits to take home from 
(Psychological and sociological)


